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Sample entries:

DU FEU, VERONICA M. 

Ukraine — History 
1500-1800


Explanation:

Du Feu’s article was printed in volume 8, pages 87–94, of The Annals for 1960.

An article on the tercentenary of the Pereyaslav Treaty, by J. S. Reshetar, is to be found in volume 4, pages 981–994, of The Annals for Winter-Spring 1955.

J. D.
INDEX


Academic Freedom in the U.S.S.R. see Freedom, Academic

Academic life

Agriculture


ALTBAUER, MOSHE

Anglo-Ukrainian relations
The Question of Anglo-Ukrainian Relations in the Middle of the Seventeenth Century. L. Vynar. 6:1411–18, 1958.

Anti-Trinitarianism see Socinianism

Archaeology — Ukraine see Ukraine — Archaeology

ARCHIMOVICH, ALEXANDER


ARCHIMOWITSCH, ALEXANDER see ARCHIMOVICH, ALEXANDER

ARMSTRONG, JOHN A.
The Ukrainian Apparatus as a Key to the Study of Soviet Politics. 9:225–33, 1961.


Arshenevsky, Serhiy 3/4:[468], Summer-Fall 1954.

Babulevych, Serhiy 3/4:[468], Summer-Fall 1954.


Bandura


BAROQUE, UKRAINIAN
BASILEVICH, IVAN

BERLESTEIN, ALFRED
The Figure of Mickiewicz in Ivan Franko's Life.  6:1372–80, 1958.

Berynda, Pamvo.  Leksikon see Büttl-Worth, Gerta

BESPALOW, IVAN

Bibliography


Biletsky, Leonid (Bilecky, L. T.) see also 3/4: [468], Summer-Fall 1954.

BILINSKIJ, JAROSLAW see BILINSKY, YAROSLAV

BILINSKY, ANDREAS

BILINSKY, YAROSLAV


Biology


The Variability of Chilodonella Cyprini Moroff.  S. Krascheninnikov.  2:293–304[4], Summer 1952.

What is a Species? The Essence, the Extent, and the Definition of the Species Concept.  S. Paramonov.  1:138–49, Fall 1951.

BIRKO, PETRO


BOCURKIW, BOHDAN R.

BOHDAN, C. Y.

BOJKO, JURIJ

Book reviews


Armstrong, John A. Ukrainian Nationalism, 1939–1945. New
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(Rev. by A. Kocevalov) 5: 1219-21, 1956.


Pljušč, P. P. Narysy z istoriji ukrajins'koji literaturnoji movy. Kiev, 1958. (Rev. by P. Kova-

liv) 8:207-9, 1960.


Soviet Science: A Symposium Presented on Dec. 27, 1951, at the Philadelphia Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science; arranged by Conway Zirkle [and]


Books, Ukrainian, in the Library of Congress


BORSCHAK, ÉLIE


Borysthenes


British-Ukrainian relations see Anglo-Ukrainian relations

Bukovina

Byzantium

Cathedral of St. Sophia, Kiev

Cereals

Chaplenko, Vasyl

Chernigov Regiment see Chernihiv Regiment...

Chernihiv Regiment, Mutiny of

Chernozems

Chikalenko, Levko
The Origin of the Paleolithic Meander. 3:518–34[4], Spring-Summer 1953.


Chmielnicki, B. see Khmel’nytsky, Bohdan


Chronicles


Ukrainian Chronicles of the 17th and 18th Centuries. D. Doroshenko. 1:79–97, Fall 1951.

Church (see also Religion)

Chyzhevsky, Dmytro see Čiževsky, Dmitry

Ciuciura, Theodore B.


Čiževsky, Dmitry


Ivan Vyšenskyj. 1:113–26, Fall 1951.


Catalogue des Imprimés Slavons des XVIe, XVIIe, et XVIIIe siècles, conservés à la Bibli-


Remarks on Russisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch. 5:1202-18, 1956.


Čiževsky, Dmitry see also 3:696 and 730, Fall-Winter 1953.

Collective farms, Collectivization see Agriculture

Colonialism, Russian see Nationality policy, Soviet

Common Law see Law

Communist Party of the Ukraine

The Ukrainian Apparatus as a Key to the Study of Soviet Politics. J. A. Armstrong. 9:225-33, 1961.

Conflict of laws see Law

Congress of Slavic Youth see Slavic Youth Congresses

Cossack chronicles see Chronicles

Cucurbita see Agriculture

Cymbalisty, Bohdan Y. see Bohdan, C. Y.

D., L.


Dankevych, Kateryna 3/4: [468], Summer-Fall 1954.

DANKO, JOSEPH


Decembrists


Deduction des droits de l'Ukraine


Diakowsky, M. J.
A Note on the History of the Bandura. 6:1419, 1958.

Dissertations, Doctoral

Dobrovolsky, G. 3/4:[468], Summer-Fall 1954.

Dobzhansky, Theodosius 8:5, 1960.

Dombrowsky (Dombrowsky), Alexander

A Few Examples of Analogy in the Ancient Ukrainian and Judaic Cultures. 7:1531–41, 1959.


Doroshenko (Dorošenko), Dmytro
Drahomanov and Ukrainian Historiography. 2:23–46, Spring 1952.

Ohlyad ukrayins'koyi istoriohrafii see his Survey of Ukrainian Historiography

Ukrainian Chronicles of the 17th and 18th Centuries. 1:79–97, Fall 1951.


Doroshenko, Dmytro see also 3/4: [468], Summer-Fall 1954.

Doroshenko, Volodymyr
The Life of Mykhaylo Drahomanov. 2:6–22, Spring 1952.


Dragomanov M. see Drahomanov, Mykhaylo

Drahomanov, Mykhaylo
The Centralization of the Revolutionary Struggle in Russia. 2:181–92, Spring 1952.


Germany's Drive to the East and Moscow's Drive to the West. 2:161–74, Spring 1952.

Taming of the Shrew in the Folklore of the Ukraine. 2:214–18, Spring 1952.
Drahomanov as a Political Theorist. I. L. Rudnytsky. 2:70–130, Spring 1952.
The Life of Mykhaylo Drahomanov. V. Doroshenko. 2:6–22, Spring 1952.

**Drahomanov, Svitozor**
Drahomanov, Svitozor see also 7:1542, 1959.
— and Ivan L. Rudnytsky

**Drang nach Osten**
Germany's Drive to the East and Moscow's Drive to the West. M. Drahomanov. 2:161–74, Spring 1952.


**Du Feu, Veronica M.**


**Economics**

**Efremov, Mykola (Nicholas)**
An Innovation in the Understanding of Mendeleyev's Periodic Law. 2:401–34[6], Winter 1952.
Mykola Efremov [Obituary]. A.

Efremov, Serhiy see Jefremov, Serhij

Elections, Soviet Union


Epigraphy

Ethnic minorities see Minorities

Ethnography


Etymology see Language

Europe, Eastern


Family names see Language

Fedenko, Panas
My Meetings with Arnold Margolin. 7:1680–87, 1959.

Federalism


Fizer, John (Ivan)

Folklore, Jewish

Folklore, Ukrainian


Taming of the Shrew in the Folklore of the Ukraine. M. Drahomanov. 2:214–18, Spring 1952.

Folk songs, Ukrainian

Foreign relations, Ukraine see Ukraine — Foreign relations

Forestry

Franko, Ivan
The Figure of Mickiewicz in Ivan Franko's Life. A. Berlstein. 6:1372–80, 1958.

Mykhaylo Drahomanov, Ivan Franko, and the Relations Between the Dnieper Ukraine and Galicia in the Last Quarter of

Freedom, Academic

Friedman, Philip
The First Millenium of Jewish Settlement in the Ukraine and in Adjacent Areas. 7:1483–1516, 1959.
Fruits see Agriculture

Galicia

Galician-Volynian Chronicle

German-Russian relations see Russian-German relations

Germany (see also Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands)
Germany’s Drive to the East and Moscow’s Drive to the West. M. Drahomanov. 2:161–74, Spring 1952.

Gogol, N. V.

Goldelman, Salomon
Patterns in the Life of an Ethnic Minority. 7:1567–85, 1959.

Golden Horde

Goldenweiser, Alexis

Goldman, Ilya J.

Grammar see Language

Great Britain — Relations with Ukraine see Anglo-Ukrainian relations


Grushevskii, M. see Hrushevsky, Mykhaylo

Gvozdetsky, Vasyl

Halajczuk, Bohdan T.


Hansen, Lubow (Margolena) see Margolena, Lubow

Herodotus

Hippocrates

History (History of individual countries entered under the name of the country)
The Decline of the Empire of the


Hlobenko, Mykola see Ohloblyn (Hlobenko), Mykola

HNIZDOVSKY, YAKIV


Hohol, Mykola see Gogol, N. V.

HOLLING, FRED see POTEBNJA, ALEXANDER. Present and Past Active . . .

HOLOVKO, NEONILA (KORDYSH) see KORDYSH, NEONILA

HOLUBNYCHY, VSEVOLOD


HORBATSCH, OLEXA


HORNIATKEVYCH, DAMIAN


HORNIATKEVYCH, Damian see also 3/4: [468], Summer-Fall 1954.


HROMADA


HRUSHEVSKY, MYKHAYLO


Hrushevsky, Mykhaylo see also Doroshenko, D. A Survey of Ukrainian Historiography . . .

HRYCAK, PAVLO (PAUL)


Hrycak, Pavlo see also 5/6:456, 1957.


HÜTTL-WORTH, GERTA

On the Western Loan-Words in P. Berynda's Leksikon. 8:70-80, 1960.

HURSKY, JACOB P.


HUTSULS


HVOZDETSKY, VASYL see GVOZDETSKY, VASYL

Igor (Ihor) Tale

The Igor Tale Exhibition at Harvard. 2:341-42, Summer 1952.
Industry

Inscriptions see Epigraphy

Insects

Intellectual history

Intellectual life see Intellectual history

Intelligentsia see Intellectual history

International law see Law

International relations see Ukraine — Foreign relations

Istoriya Rusov (see also Doroshenko, D. A Survey of Ukrainian Historiography . . . )

Istoriya Rusov and Its Author. A. Yakovliv. 3:620–69, Fall-Winter 1953.


Ivanytsky, Borys
Ukrainian Forestry [Edited by P. Nikishyn]. 3:553–70, Spring-Summer 1953.

Jacobsson, Gunnar

Jakobson, R. 3:730, Fall-Winter 1953.

Jefremov, Serhiy
Dorohoju syntezu — Ohljad istoriohrafii ukrains’koho pyśmenstva, see his Historiography of Ukrainian Literature.


Jewish-Ukrainian relations see Ukrainian-Jewish relations

Jews in the Ukraine


Juviler, Peter H.

Karpovich, Michael 7:1542, 1959.
Kedrowsky (Kedrovsky), Volodymyr
Kekalo, Mykyta [Obituary]. 1:183–84, Fall 1951.
Kharkiv University
A Hundred and Fifty Years of Kharkiv University. M. Vetukhiv. 5:1140–59, 1956.
Kharkov University see Kharkiv University
Khmel’nytsky, Bohdan
Khmel’nytsky, Yuras’
Kiev. Cathedral of St. Sophia see Cathedral of St. Sophia, Kiev
Kievskaya Starina see Doroshenko, D. A Survey of Ukrainian Historiography . . .
Kocevalov, Andrij see Kotsevalov, Andrij
Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands
Köprilü, M. Fuad 2:279, Summer 1952.
Kordysh, Neorila
Notes on Weaving in the Trypillian Culture of the Ukraine. 1:98–112, Fall 1951.
Kordysh-Holovko, Neorila see Kordysh, Neorila
Koschmieder, Erwin
Kostiuk, Hryhory
Kotsevalov, Andrij
Kovaliv, Panteleimon
Krascheninnikov, Serhij
The Variability of Chilodonella Cyprini Moroff. 2:293–304[4], Summer 1952.
Krasytsky, Yuriy (Georgiy) 3/4: [468], Summer-Fall 1954.
Krawciw, Bohdan
Krupnytsky, Borys


Kurinnjy, Petro 3/4: [468], Summer-Fall 1954.


L. D. see D., L.

Language see specific languages below

Language, Belorussian
Infinitives of the Type CS *terti/*tïrti in Slavic. V. Swoboda. 8:34–44, 1960.

Language, Common Slavic see Language, Slavic

Language, Greek

Language, Hebrew

Language, Polish

Language, Russian


Language, Serbo-Croatian

Language, Slavic

Infinitives of the Type CS *terti/*tïrti in Slavic. V. Swoboda. 8:34–44, 1960.


Language, Ukrainian


Infinitives of the Type CS *terti/*tïrti in Slavic. V. Swoboda. 8:34–44, 1960.

Ivan Maksymovyč, ein verkannter ukrainischer Lexikograph
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The Treatment of the Common


Law (see also State, Theory of)


LAWRYNENKO, JURIJ

LENIN, VLADIMIR IL’ICH


LEVYTSKY, OREST

LEWIN, KURT I.
Andreas Count Sheptytsky, Archbishop of Lviv, Metropolitan of Halych, and the Jewish Community in Galicia during the


Lewytzkyj, Borys

Lichten, Joseph L.
A Study of Ukrainian-Jewish Relations. 5:1160–77, 1956.

Linguistics see Language

Lipiński, W. see Lypynsky, Vyacheslav

Literature, Comparative
The Figure of Mickiewicz in Ivan Franko’s Life. A. Berlstein. 6:1372–80, 1958.

Literature, Greek

Literature, Ukrainian


Loan-words see Language


Lord, Robert Howard

Low, Alfred D.

Luckyj, George

Luckyj, George see also Doroshenko, Dmytro. A Survey of Ukrainian Historiography . . .

Luther, Michael


Lypynsky, Vyacheslav
The Ukraine at the Turning Point. 3:605–19, Fall-Winter 1953.

Lysiat-Rudytsky, Ivan see Rudytsky, Ivan L.

McNeal, Robert H.

Makarenko, Mykola 3/4: [468], Summer-Fall 1954.

Makhiv (Makhov), Gregory
A New Soil Map of the Ukraine. 1:43–56 [map], Winter 1951.


Maksymovych, Ivan

Margolen, Lubow
A Note on My Father. 7:1677–79, 1959.

Margolin, Arnold
In Memory of Arnold Margolin. Y. Chyz. 7:1688–89, 1959.
Margolin, Arnold see also 7:1647, 1959.

Markus, Vasyl


Meander ornaments

Mendeleyev’s Periodic Law

Mezine (Mezin) see Mizyn’

Mickiewicz, Adam
The Figure of Mickiewicz in Ivan Franko’s Life. A. Berlstein. 6:1372–80, 1958.

Mijakowskyj, Volodymyr (see also Pors’kyj [Pors’ky], Volodymyr)

Miller, Michael

Minorities (see also Nationality policy, Soviet)


Mizyn’ (Mezine)
Morchilevsky, Ipolit

Morhun, N. see Polons'ka-Vasyl-
Lenko, Natalya D.

Morhun, Oleksander [Obituary]


Moseley, Philip E.

Drahomanov and the European
Conscience. 2:1-5, Spring
1952.

Michael Vetukhiv, Founding
President of the Academy. 8:
5-14, 1960.

Musical instruments

A Note on the History of the
Bandura. M. J. Diakowsky.

Myshuha, Luke [Obituary]. 4:
1045, Winter-Spring 1955.

Names see Language

Narodnaya Volya

The Centralization of the Revolu-
tionary Struggle in Russia. M.
Drahomanov. 2:181-92, Spring
1952.

National minorities see Minorities

National question see Nationality
policy...

Nationalism

Patriotism, "Bourgeois National-
ism," and the Nationality Policy
of the USSR after Stalin. A.

Nationality policy, Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy

Conferences of Slavic Youth, 1890-

Nationality policy, Soviet

The Agrarian-Industrial Dichoto-
my in the Ukraine as a Factor
in Soviet Nationality Policy.
R. S. Sullivant. 9:110-25,
1961.

Lenin on the Ukraine. J. S. Re-
shetar. 9:3-11, 1961.

Lenin's Idea of a Multinational
Commonwealth. T. B. Ciuciura.

Patriotism, "Bourgeois National-
ism," and the Nationality Policy
of the USSR after Stalin. A.

Representation of Nationalities
and Occupations in the Soviets.

Stalin's Conception of Soviet Fed-
eralism (1918-1923). R. H.

The Ukrainian Apparatus as a
Key to the Study of Soviet Poli-
tics. J. A. Armstrong. 9:225-
33, 1961.

The Ukrainian SSR in Interna-
tional Affairs after World War
II. Y. Bilinsky. 9:147-66,
1961.

Negel, N. 3/4:[468], Summer-Fall
1954.

Nikishyn, P. see Ivanytsky, Borys.

Ukrainian Forestry...

Niles, Gustave 10, No. 1:164, 1962-
1963.

Nol'de, Boris E.

Essays in Russian State Law
[Edited by Andriy Yakovliv]. 4:

Numismatics

A Hoard of Roman Gold Medal-
lions and Silver Objects Dating
from the "Migration of Peo-
ple" Found in Volhynia in
1610. V. Shuhayevsky. 1:
153-56, Fall 1951.

Obituaries

Bahryanyi, I. 10, No. 1:139-41,
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Friedman, P. 8:229, 1960.
Hloben, M. see Ohlobyn, M.
Hryhoriev, N. 3:738, Fall-Winter 1953.
Ivanytsky, B. 3:594–95, Spring-Summer 1953.
Kekalo, M. 1:183–84, Fall 1951.
Pošvajlo, F. 1:73, Winter 1951.
Radzimovskiy, V. 3:736–37, Fall-Winter 1953.
Shul'hy, O. see Choulguine, A.
Skubova, M. 2:345–46, Summer 1952.
Tyshchenko, Y. 3:737, Fall-Winter 1953.
Zerov, M. see Orest-Zerov, M.
Zilinsky, I. 2:345, Summer 1952.
Žurko, M. 1:72–73, Winter 1951.
Odarchenko (Odarchenko), Petro Drahomanov as Folklorist. 2:36–46, Spring 1952.
Soviet Interpretation of a Ukrai-
nia Classic [Ukrainka, Lesja. Sobranie sočinenij v trech to-
A Survey of Publications on Uk-
rainian Ethnography and Folk-
Šerech, Jury. Narys suchasnoyi ukrayins'koyi literaturnoi mo-
Spirit of Flame: A Collection of the Works of Lesya Ukrainka. Translated by Percival Cundy, Foreword by Clarence A. Man-
Odarchenko, Petro see also 3/4: [468], Summer-Fall 1954.
Odložilik, Otakar
Oghuz Yabghu Empire
The Decline of the Empire of the Oghuz Yabghu. O. Pritsak. 2:279–92, Summer 1952.
Ohloblyn, Alexander see Ohlob-
lyn, OLEXANDER
Ohloblyn (Hlobenko), Mykola [Obit-
Ohloblyn, OLEXANDER
Ukrainian Autonomists of the 1780’s and 1790’s and Count P. A. Rumyantsev-Zadunaysky. 6:1313–26, 1958.
Western Europe and the Ukrainian Baroque: An Aspect of Cul-
tural Influences at the Time of Hetman Ivan Mazepa. 1:127– 37, Fall 1951.
OKINSHEVICH, Leo
Olbia
Borysthenes-Borysthenites and Tan-
OLESNICKY (OLESNYTSKY), ROMAN see OHLOBLYN, OLEXANDER. Uk-
rainian Historiography...
Onomastics see Language
Orlyk, Pylyp
Pylyp Orlyk’s Devolution of the Ukraines Rights. Presentation and Introduction by E. Bor-
Ovcharenko, Maria
Panslavism


PARAMONOV, SERHII

What is a Species? The Essence, the Extent, and the Definition of the Species Concept. 1:138–49, Fall 1951.

Paris Peace Conference


Patronymic surnames


Pavlovsky, Vadim 3/4:[468], Summer-Fall 1954.

PELENSKI, JAROSLAW


Pereyaslav, Treaty of, 1654


The Problem of the Juridical Nature of the Ukraine’s Union with Muscovy. V. Prokopovych. 4:917–80, Winter-Spring 1955.


The Ukraine at the Turning Point. V. Lypynsky. 3:605–19, Fall-Winter 1953.

Periodic Law see Mendeleyev’s Periodic Law

Philology see Language

Philosophy


Polish-Ukrainian relations see Ukrainian-Polish relations

Political theory

Drahomanov as a Political Theorist. I. L. Rudnytsky. 2:70–130, Spring 1952.


Pollination


Porškyj (Pors'kyj), Volodymyr


Potebnja, Alexander


Powstenko, Olexa

Pritsak, Omeljan
The Decline of the Empire of the Oghuz Yabghu. 2:279–92, Summer 1952.

Prociuk, Stephan G.

Prokopovych, Vyacheslav

Protestantism see Religion

Raeff, Mark 4/5:v, Summer-Fall 1955.

Ratzenburg, Statuette from

Rauch, Georg von

Reformation see Religion
Religion (see also Church)

Renaissance in literature, Ukrainian see Vyshensky, Ivan
Renovationist Church, Ukrainian see Church

Reshetar, John S., Jr.


Roman culture in the Ukraine
A Hoard of Roman Gold Medallions and Silver Objects Dating from the “Migration of Peoples” Found in Volhynia in

Rościszewska, Pelagja

Rudnyckyj, Jaroslav B.


Rudnytsky, Ivan L.
Drahomanov as a Political Theorist. 2:70–130, Spring 1952.


Rudnytsky, Ivan L. see also Drahomanov, Mykhaylo. Mykhaylo Drahomanov: A Symposium..., and Drahomanov, Svitozor, and Ivan L. Rudnytsky. A Bibliography of...

Rudnytsky, Jaroslav see Rudnyckyj, Jaroslav B.

Rudy, Peter

Rumanian-Russian relations see Russian-Rumanian relations

Rumyantsev-Zadunaysky, P. A.

Ruska Pravda

Russia — Foreign policy
Germany's Drive to the East and Moscow's Drive to the West. M. Drahomanov. 2:161–74, Spring 1952.

Russia — History
The Problem of the Juridical Nature of the Ukraine's Union with Muscovy. V. Prokopo-
Russia — Politics and government
Russia — Relations with Ukraine see Ukrainian-Russian relations
Russia see also Soviet Union
Russian-German relations
Russian-Rumanian relations
Russian-Ukrainian relations see Ukrainian-Russian relations
Russification see Nationality policy, Soviet
Russkaya Pravda see Ruska Pravda
St. Sophia Cathedral see Cathedral of St. Sophia, Kiev
Samilov, Michael
Sandul, Klavdia see Starcheva-Sandul, Klavdia
Sappho
A New Fragment of Sappho? I.
Ševčenko. 1:150–52, Fall 1951.
Satellite countries — Relations with the Ukraine see Ukraine — Relations with satellite countries
Schelling, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von
Scythia, Scythians see Ukraine — History — Early period and Middle Ages
Self-determination see Nationality policy...
Šerech, Jury (Yury) see Shevelov, George Y.
Serbs in the Ukraine see Polons’ka-Vasylenko, N. D. The Settlement of...
Ševčenko, Ihor
A New Fragment of Sappho? 1:150–52, Fall 1951.
Ševčenko, Ihor see also 3/4: [468], Summer-Fall 1954; 4/5: [v], Summer-Fall 1955.
Shankowsky, Lew
Sheptytsky, Andreas
Andreas Count Sheptytsky, Archbishop of Lviv, Metropolitan of Halych, and the Jewish Community in Galicia during the

Sherekh, Yury see Shevelov, George Y.

Shevchenko, Ihor see Ševčen­ko, Ihor

Shevchenko, Taras

Shevelov, George Y.


Shuhayevsky, Valentine
A Hoard of Roman Gold Medal­lions and Silver Objects Dating from the “Migration of Peo­ples” Found in Volhynia in 1610. 1:153–56, Fall 1951.

Shul’hyń, Oleksander see Choulguine, Alexander


Slavic Youth Congresses

Slavutych, Yar
Baranauskas, Antanas. The For­est of Anyksciai, the original Lithuanian text with English translation by Nadas Rastenis; edited by Juozas Tininis. Los Angeles, 1956. 6:1442, 1958.

Slusser, Robert 4/5:[v], Summer-Fall 1955.


Smal-Stockyj, Roman

Smal Stockyj, Stepan
Shevchenko’s Mind and Thought. 2:227–38, Summer 1952.


Socinianism
Socinianism in Poland and South­West Rus’. O. Levitsky. Pref-

Soils


SONEVYTSKY, LEONID C.
Sonevytsky, Leonid C. see also Margolin, Arnold D. Excerpts from the Book ...

Sophia, St., Cathedral see Cathedral of St. Sophia, Kiev

Southern Ukraine, Settlement of see POLONS’KA-VASYLENKO, N. D. The Settlement of ...

Soviet Union — Law see Law

Soviet Union — Politics and government

The Ukrainian Apparatus as a Key to the Study of Soviet Politics. J. A. Armstrong. 9:225–33, 1961.

Soviet Union see also Russia

Species see Biology

STACHIW, MATTHEW (STAKHIV, MATTIV)

Stalin, Iosif

STANKIEWICZ, EDWARD
Stress Alternations in the Ukrainian Substantive Declension: Types and Role. 8:141–51, 1960.

STARCHEVA-SANDUL, KLAUDIA
Anatomic Structures of Cucurbita Fruit and Their Importance for the Study of Economic Qualities of the Fruit. 5:1188–1201, 1956.

State, Theory of

STOCKI, ROMAN see SMAL-STOCKI, ROMAN

STOCKYJ, STEPAN see SMAL STOCKYJ, STEPAN

Students, Ukrainian, Participation in Slavic Youth Congresses see Slavic Youth Congresses

Sugar beet
The Role of Insects in the Process of Pollination of the Flowers

Sullivant, Robert S.

Svit, Ivan see Sweet, John V.
Sweet, John V.


Swoboda, Victor
Infinitives of the Type CS *terti/*tirti in Slavic. 8:34–44, 1960.

Synodal Church, Ukrainian see Church

Szeptyckyj, Andrej see Sheptytsky, Andreas

Tanais

Tatars

Togar, Zeki Velidi

Torki see Oghuz Yabghu Empire

Toynbee, Arnold

Tripol’e culture see Trypillyan culture

Trypillian culture
Notes on Weaving in the Trypillian Culture of the Ukraine. N. Kordysh. 1:98–112, Fall 1951.


Tschizewskij D. see Chizovsky, Dmitry

Tugan-Baranovsky, M. I. see Tuhan-Baranovsky, Mykhaylo I.

Tuhan-Baranovsky, Mykhaylo I.


Turkmen see Oghuz Yabghu Empire


Tymoshenko, Volodymyr P. see Tymoshenko, Volodymyr P.


UPA see Ukraïns’ka Povstancha Armiya
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